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Generate

Leverage the power of custom generative AI with Lengoo’s leading technology and aligned services offering





Lengoo empowers your organization’s entry into the age of AI
Content Creation


Content creation

From product descriptions to blog posts, from email responses to reports, generating content with your custom language models from Lengoo enables your content experts to efficiently communicate with any audience in your organization’s voice and style.
Read More

Knowledge Discovery


Knowledge Discovery

State-of-the-art Retrieval Augmented Generation (RAG) and your custom language models from Lengoo make the vast information in your document repository or data bases  easily available for all kinds of use cases.
Read More

Translation


Translation

Your custom language model from Lengoo knows the way you speak in 50+ languages. Instant translations that reflect your terminology and style, break down internal language barriers and accelerate your professional translation workflow by providing expert linguists with high-quality draft translations.
Read More





BENEFITS
Why work with Lengoo?
Sovereign language models fine-tuned with proprietary data for specific use cases solve the greatest challenges enterprises face with wide-scale adoption of Generative AI


Enterprise-grade accuracy
Smaller (open-source) baseline models fine-tuned with proprietary data for specific use cases outperform large language models by a factor of 2. 

Our sovereign expert AI system approach provides more accurate responses in each organizational context, increasing the degree of automation and trust in our solutions (fewer hallucinations).








Cost & energy efficiency
The size of generic foundation models required to reach acceptable output is economically and environmentally unsustainable. Smaller, specialized custom LLMs can be operated at a fraction of the cost of large foundational models (1% vs. GPT-4, 10% vs GPT-3). 

Our platform shows the best accuracy to cost ratio on the market.


Insufficient in-house capacity
Our easy-to-use end-to-end platform makes the latest LLM technology accessible to non-data scientists. Our target customer has a concrete pain point: the need to produce more output with fewer resources. 

Our full Generative AI Suite provides a solution to decision-makers: increased productivity of their teams or new growth opportunities with just a few clicks.








IT Security & Compliance
The sovereign character of operating your own custom LLMs intrinsically solves IP protection, confidentiality, GDPR, and antitrust issues.

Custom LLMs & closed expert feedback loops ensure independence & full control over data while adhering to the highest security standards.

Lengoo is proudly certified to be compliant with ISO 27001, 9001, 17001, and 18587.


Sustainable competitive edge
Using off-the-shelf foundation models might give you an edge over your competition in the short term, but soon AI will be part of every process in every enterprise. 

To stay ahead, organizations have to use their proprietary data in custom language models to reach a higher degree of automation than the competition.







End-to-end solution
How does it work?
Lengoo’s products and services support you and your Generative AI needs all the way from initial use case idea to large-scale operation



Data strategy
We help you identify and evaluate internal data sources as well as collect, clean and maintain your proprietary data. Whether augmenting your existing data with paid or open-source data sets or creating new data from scratch, we have you covered for compiling robust training material.
Our services

Customization to your needs
From domain-adaptive training with your proprietary data to fine-tuning for your specific Generative AI use cases, our technology supports your needs.
Our products

Scalable deployment and operation
Whether in the cloud or on premises, we make sure that your custom language models service your organization reliably and securely 24/7.
Our services

Easy connection with applications
Make your custom AI solutions available through one of our pre-built integrations or get support from our vetted integration partners in using our powerful APIs within your existing software landscape.
Our products

Continuous improvements and updates
Our product portfolio enables you to keep your custom language models always up to date with new available training data as well as upgrades to the latest baseline models.
Our products

















Blog
Take a look at our latest articles and resources

see all posts



Technology
Mar 13, 2024


Lengoo Tech-talk with Michael Schmitt: Lessons learnt at Google

Read more





Technology
Mar 14, 2024


Milestones of Machine Translation: Part 2

Read more






Mar 7, 2024


Designing the Future: UX Design for Generative AI Products

Read more









Let's kick off your AI transformation together


Get in touch
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